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Weak decays of medium and heavyL hypernuclei
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We have made a new evaluation of theL decay width in nuclear matter within the propagator method.
Through the local density approximation it is possible to obtain results in finite nuclei. We have also studied
the dependence of the widths on theNN andLN strong short-range correlations. Using reasonable values for
the parameters that control these correlations, as well as realistic nuclear densities andL wave functions, we
show that it is possible to reproduce the experimental decay rates in a wide range of mass numbers~from
medium to heavy hypernuclei!; however, the question related to theGn /Gp ratio remains open.

PACS number~s!: 21.80.1a, 13.75.Ev, 25.40.2h, 24.10.Lx
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I. INTRODUCTION

A hypernucleus is a bound system made of neutrons,
tons, and one or more hyperons. Among thesestrange nu-
clei, those which contain oneL hyperon are the most stab
with respect to the strong interaction and they are the sub
of this paper. The study of hypernuclear physics may help
understanding some present problems related, for instanc
some aspects of weak interactions in nuclei or to the or
of the spin-orbit interaction in nuclei. Besides, it is a go
instrument to study the role of quark degrees of freedom
the hadron-hadron interactions at short distances and
renormalization properties of pions in the nuclear medium

Nowadays we know some important features of theYN
interaction @1#. For example, at intermediate distances
strong LN interaction is weaker than theNN one, and its
spin-orbit term is very small. Moreover, the former has
smaller range than theNN one. From the study of mesoni
decays of light hypernuclei we have evidence for stron
repulsive cores in theLN interaction at short distances@2#,
which automatically appears in quark-based models@3,4#.
These characteristics of theLN interaction are important, a
we will see, for the evaluation of the decay rates ofL hy-
pernuclei.

The most interesting hypernuclear decays are those
volving weak processes, which directly concern the hyper
The weak decay of hypernuclei occurs via two channels:
so-called mesonic channel (L→pN) and the nonmesonic
one, in which the pion emitted from the weak hadronic v
tex is absorbed by one or more nucleons in the med
(LN→NN, LNN→NNN, etc.!. Obviously, the nonmesoni
processes can also be mediated by the exchange of
massive mesons than the pion. The nonmesonic deca
only possible in nuclei and, nowadays, the study of the
pernuclear decay is the only practical way to get informat
on the weak processLN→NN, especially on its parity con
serving part. In fact, there are no experimental observat
for this interaction using lambda beams. However, the
verse reactionpn→Lp at COSY @5# and RCNP is under
study @6#.
0556-2813/2000/61~4!/044314~10!/$15.00 61 0443
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The freeL decay is compatible with theDI 51/2 isospin
rule, which is also valid for the decay of other hyperons a
for kaons~namely, in nonleptonic strangeness changing p
cesses!. This rule is based on the experimental observat
that theL→p2p decay rate is twice theL→p0n one, but it
is not yet understood on theoretical grounds. From theor
cal calculations like the one in Ref.@7# and from experimen-
tal measurements@8# there is some evidence that theDI
51/2 rule is broken in nuclear mesonic decay. However, t
is essentially due to shell effects and might not be direc
related to the weak process. A recent estimate ofDI 53/2
contributions to theLN→NN reaction@9# found moderate
effects on the hypernuclear decay rates. In the present ca
lation of the decay rates in nuclei we will assume this rule
valid. The momentum of the final nucleon inL→pN is
about 100 MeV forL at rest, so this process is suppressed
the Pauli principle in nuclei~particularly in heavy systems!.
It is strictly forbidden in infinite nuclear matter~wherekF

0

.270 MeV!, but in finite nuclei it can occur because of thre
important effects:~1! in nuclei the hyperon has a momentu
distribution that allows larger momenta for the final nucleo
~2! the final pion feels an attraction by the medium such t
for fixed momentum it has a smaller energy than the free
and consequently, due to energy conservation, the fi
nucleon again has more of a chance to come out above
Fermi surface, and~3! on the nuclear surface the local Ferm
momentum is smaller thankF

0 and favors the decay. Never
theless, the mesonic width rapidly decreases as the m
numberA of the hypernucleus increases@7#. From the study
of the mesonic channel it could be possible to extract imp
tant information on the pion-nucleus optical potential, whi
we do not know today in a complete form. In fact, the m
sonic rate is very sensitive to the pion self-energy in
medium@7#.

The final nucleons in the nonmesonic processLN→NN
emerge with large momenta (.420 MeV!, so this decay is
not forbidden by the Pauli principle. On the contrary, ap
from very light hypernuclei~the s-shell ones!, it dominates
over the mesonic decay. The nonmesonic channel is cha
terized by large momentum transfers, so that the details
©2000 The American Physical Society14-1
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ALBERICO, De PACE, GARBARINO, AND RAMOS PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 044314
the nuclear structure do not have a substantial influe
while theNN andLN short-range correlations~SRCs! turn
out to be very important. There is an anticorrelation betwe
mesonic and nonmesonic decay modes such that the
lifetime is quite stable from light to heavy hypernucl
@8,10#: texpt5(0.521) t f ree .

Nowadays, the main problem concerning the weak de
rates is to reproduce the experimental values for the r
Gn /Gp between the neutron and the proton induced wid
Ln→nn andLp→np. The theoretical calculations undere
timate the experimental data for all the considered hyper
clei @8,9,11–14#:

H Gn

Gp
J th

!H Gn

Gp
J expt

, 0.5&H Gn

Gp
J expt

&2. ~1.1!

In the one-pion exchange~OPE! approximation the values
for this ratio are 0.120.2. On the other hand the OPE mod
has been able to reproduce the one-body stimulated non
sonic ratesG15Gn1Gp for light and medium hypernucle
@11,12,14#. In order to solve this problem many attemp
have been made up to now, but without success. Am
these we recall the inclusion in theLN→NN transition po-
tential of mesons heavier than the pion@11,13,14#, the inclu-
sion of interaction terms that violate theDI 51/2 rule @9#,
and the description of the short-range baryon-baryon inte
tion in terms of quark degrees of freedom@12#. This last
calculation is the only one that has found a consistent~but
not sufficient! increase of the neutron to proton ratio wi
respect to the OPE one. However, this calculation is o
made fors-shell hypernuclei and their effective quark L
grangian does not reproduce the experimental ratio betw
theDI 51/2 andDI 53/2 transition amplitudes for theL free
decay.

The analysis of the ratioGn /Gp is influenced by the two-
nucleon-induced processLNN→NNN. By assuming that
the meson produced in the weak vertex is mainly absor
by a neutron-proton strongly correlated pair, the three-b
process turns out to beLnp→nnp, so that a considerabl
fraction of the measured neutrons could come from t
channel and not only from theLn→nn andLp→np ones.
In this way it might be possible to explain the large expe
mental Gn /Gp ratios, which originally have been analyze
without taking into account the two-body-stimulated proce
Nevertheless, the situation is far from being clear and sim
The new nonmesonic mode was introduced in Ref.@15# and
its calculation was improved in Ref.@16#, where the authors
found that the inclusion of the new channel would lead
larger values of theGn /Gp ratios extracted from the exper
ment, somehow more in disagreement with theoretical e
mates. However, in the hypothesis that only two nucle
from the three-body decay are detected, the reanalysis o
experimental data would lead to smaller ratios@8#. These
observations show thatGn /Gp is sensitive to the energ
spectra of the emitted nucleons, whose calculation also
quires a careful treatment of the nucleon final state inte
tion. In Ref. @17# the energy distributions were calculate
using a Monte Carlo simulation to describe the final st
interactions. A direct comparison of those spectra with
04431
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experimental ones favorsGn /Gp values around 223 ~or
higher!, in disagreement with the OPE predictions. Howev
the convenience of measuring the number of protons per
cay event was also pointed out. This observable, which
be measured from delayed fission events in the decay
heavy hypernuclei, gives a more reliable ratioGn /Gp and is
less sensitive to details of the Monte Carlo simulation de
mining the final shape of the spectra.

In this paper we present a new evaluation of the de
rates for medium to heavy hypernuclei based on the pro
gator method of Ref.@18#, which allows a unified treatmen
of all the decay channels. The parameters of the model
adjusted to reproduce the nonmesonic width ofL

12C and the
decay rates of heavier hypernuclei are predicted. We a
discuss how the new model affects the energy spectrum
the emitted nucleons, in the hope of obtaining a ratioGn /Gp
more in agreement with the experimental observation.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we pres
the model used for the calculation of the decay rates. O
results are presented and discussed in Sec. III. We first s
the sensitivity of the decay rates to the parameters defin
theNN andLN strong short-range correlations as well as
the nuclear density andL wave functions. We then obtain
the widths for various hypernuclei and discuss the ene
distribution of the nucleons from the weak decays. Our c
clusions are given in Sec. IV.

II. PROPAGATOR METHOD

The L decay in nuclear systems can be studied in
random phase approximation~RPA! using the propagato
method@16,18#. This technique provides a unified picture
the different decay channels and it is equivalent to the s
dard wave function method~WFM! @19#, used by other au-
thors in Refs.@7,9,11,13,14#. The calculation of the widths is
usually performed in nuclear matter, and then extended
finite nuclei via the local density approximation~LDA !. For
the calculation of the mesonic rates the WFM is more re
able than the propagator method in the LDA since this ch
nel is rather sensitive to the shell structure of the hyp
nucleus, given the small energies involved. Moreover, it
advisable to avoid the use of the LDA for very light system
and we will make the calculation starting fromL

12C. On the
other hand, the propagator method in LDA offers the pos
bility of calculations over a broad range of mass number

The method was introduced in Ref.@18# and we briefly
summarize it here for clarity. TheL→pN effective La-
grangian is

LLpN5Gmp
2 c̄N~A1Bg5!t•fpcL1H.c., ~2.1!

where the values of the weak coupling constantsG.2.211
31027/mp

2 , A51.06 andB527.10 are fixed on the freeL
decay. The constantsA andB determine the strengths of th
parity violating and parity conservingL→pN amplitudes,
respectively. In order to enforce theDI 51/2 rule, in Eq.
~2.1! the hyperon is assumed to be an isospin spurion w
I z521/2. To calculate theL width in nuclear matter we
start with the imaginary part of theL self-energy:
4-2
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GL522 ImSL . ~2.2!

By the use of Feynman rules, from Fig. 1 it is easy to obt
the L self-energy in the following form:

SL~k!53i ~Gmp
2 !2E d4q

~2p!4 H S21
P2

mp
2
q2J

3Fp
2 ~q!GN~k2q!Gp~q!. ~2.3!

Here,S5A and P5mpB/2mN , while the nucleon and pion
propagators in nuclear matter are, respectively,

GN~p!5
u~ upu2kF!

p02EN~p!2VN1 i e
1

u~kF2upu!
p02EN~p!2VN2 i e

~2.4!

and

Gp~q!5
1

q0
22q22mp

2 2Sp* ~q!
. ~2.5!

In the above,p5(p0 ,p) andq5(q0 ,q) denote four-vectors
kF is the Fermi momentum,EN is the nucleon total free
energy,VN is the nucleon binding energy, andSp* is the pion
proper self-energy in nuclear matter. Moreover, in Eq.~2.3!
we have included a monopole form factor for thepLN ver-
tex:

Fp~q!5
Lp

2 2mp
2

Lp
2 2q0

21q2
~2.6!

~the same is used for thepNN strong vertex!, with cutoff
Lp51.2 GeV. In Fig. 2 we show the lowest order Feynm
graphs for theL self-energy in nuclear matter. Diagram~a!
represents the bare self-energy term, including the effect
Pauli principle and of binding on the intermediate nucleo

FIG. 1. L self-energy in nuclear matter.
04431
n
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In ~b! and~c! the pion couples to a particle-hole~p-h! and
a D-h pairs, respectively. Diagram~d! is an insertion of
s-wave pion self-energy at lowest order. In diagram~e! we
show a 2p-2h excitation coupled to the pion throughs-wave
pN interactions. Other 2p-2h excitations, coupled inp wave,
are shown in~f!, while ~g! is a RPA iteration of diagram~b!.
It is possible to evaluate the integral overq0 in Eq. ~2.3!, and
theL self-energy@Eq. ~2.2!# in nuclear matter becomes@18#

GL~k,r!526~Gmp
2 !2E dq

~2p!3
u~ uk2qu2kF!u„k02EN

3~k2q!2VN…Im a~q!uq05k02EN(k2q)2VN
,

~2.7!

where

a~q!5H S21
P2

mp
2
q2J Fp

2 ~q!Gp
0 ~q!1

S̃2~q!U~q!

12VL~q!U~q!

1
P̃L

2~q!U~q!

12VL~q!U~q!
12

P̃T
2~q!U~q!

12VT~q!U~q!
. ~2.8!

In Eq. ~2.7! the firstu function forbids intermediate nucleo
momenta~see Fig. 1! smaller than the Fermi momentum an
the second one requires the pion energyq0 to be positive.
Moreover, theL energy,k05EL(k)1VL , contains a bind-
ing term. In Eq.~2.8!,

Gp
0 ~q!5

1

q0
22q22mp

2
~2.9!

FIG. 2. Lowest order terms for theL self-energy in nuclear
matter. The meaning of the various diagrams is explained in
text.
4-3
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ALBERICO, De PACE, GARBARINO, AND RAMOS PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 044314
is the free pion propagator, whileU(q) contains the
Lindhard functions for p-h andD-h excitations@20# and also
accounts for 2p-2h excitations:

U~q!5Uph~q!1UDh~q!1U2p2h~q!. ~2.10!

It appears in Eq.~2.8! within the standard RPA expressio
Equation~2.7! depends explicitly and throughU(q) on the
nuclear matter densityr52kF

3/3p2. The Lindhard functions
Uph , UDh are normalized as in Ref.@21# andU2p2h is evalu-
ated as in@16#, that is, by calculating the available pha
space for 2p-2h excitations and by taking into account
experimental data on pionic atoms.U(q) is related to the
pion proper self-energy through

Sp* ~q!5Sp
(p) * ~q!1Sp

(s) * ~q!,
~2.11!

Sp
(p) * ~q!5

f p
2

mp
2
q2Fp

2 ~q!U~q!

12
f p

2

mp
2

gL~q!U~q!

,

where the Landau functiongL(q) is given in the Appendix
@see Eq.~A12!#, and Sp

(s) * is the s-wave part of the self-
energy. We will use the parametrization of Ref.@22#:
Sp

(s) * (q)524p(11mp /mN)b0r, with b0520.0285/mp .
The functionSp

(s) * is real ~constant and positive!; therefore
it contributes only to the mesonic decay@diagram~d! in Fig.
2 is the relative lowest order#. On the contrary, thep-wave
self-energy Sp

(p) * is complex and attractive@that is,
Re Sp

(p) * (q),0].
The pion lines of Fig. 2 have been replaced in Eq.~2.8! by

the interactionsS̃, P̃L , P̃T , VL , andVT , whose expression
are given in the Appendix. The functionsVL andVT repre-
sent the~strong! p-h interaction, includingp andr exchange
modulated by the effect of short-range correlations,
scribed by the Landau parameterg8, while S̃, P̃L , and P̃T
correspond to the lines connecting weak and strong hadr
vertices: they contain the pion and another Landau param
gL8 , which is related to the strongLN short-range correla
tions. Note that in this modelr exchange enters only in th
p-h interaction, but not in the weak vertex. Indeed, it w
explicitly shown in Ref.@23# that adding ther meson to the
pion leads to a reduction of the rate of about 10215 %. It
was also shown there that the neutron to proton induced r
Gn /Gp barely changed from the pion-exchange value. Ac
ally, in a later work@11#, which used more realisticNN final
state wave functions, it was found that the effect of includ
the r meson in the weak vertex was.3%. Even the full
model employed in that paper, which considered the
change of all pseudoscalar (p, K, h) and vector mesons (r,
K* , v), yielded a rate that was.15% smaller or larger than
the OPE value, depending on the coupling constants use
the strong vertices. It is important to stress that the w
couplings, except the ones for the pion, are not known
perimentally; in those works they were estimated from so
meson theorems and SU(6)w symmetry.
04431
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In view of the moderate effect of additional mesons in t
weak Lagrangian and of the many poorly known parame
they would bring into the calculation, in this paper we pre
to focus on a simpler but controlled model, such as the O
one, and defer for a future work the study of the influence
the r and other mesons.

The decay widths in finite nuclei are obtained in the LD
In this approximation, the Fermi momentum is mader de-
pendent~that is, a local Fermi sea of nucleons is introduce!
and related again to the nuclear density by

kF~r!5H 3

2
p2r~r!J 1/3

. ~2.12!

Besides, the nucleon binding potentialVN also becomesr
dependent in the LDA. In the Thomas-Fermi approximati
we assume

eF~r!1VN~r![
kF

2~r!

2mN
1VN~r!50. ~2.13!

For theL binding energy we use instead the experimen
value @24,25#.

With these prescriptions we can then evaluate the de
width in finite nuclei by using the semiclassical approxim
tion, through the relation@26,18#

GL~k!5E drucL~r!u2GL@k,r~r!#, ~2.14!

wherecL is the L wave function andGL@k,r(r)# is given
by Eqs.~2.7! and ~2.8!. GL(k), which is not an observable
can be regarded as thek component of theL decay width in
the nucleus with densityr(r). One can use this relation t
estimate the decay rate by introducing an average mom
tum for the hyperon. More accurately, a further average o
the L momentum distribution gives the following width:

GL5E dkuc̃L~k!u2GL~k!, ~2.15!

which we shall compare with experimental results. On t
point we must say that the nonmesonic decay rate is ra
independent of the average momentum used in Eq.~2.15!
~the variation of this momentum affects the nonmesonic r
by at most 2%!. In fact, the nucleons emerging from th
nonmesonic processes are very energetic and easily o
come the Pauli blocking. However, the mesonic channe
very much affected by variations ofk because the emergin
nucleon can more easily overcome the~local! Fermi momen-
tum if the decayingL has a larger momentum. For instanc
in L

12C, setting theL momentum tok50 we obtain a me-
sonic rate which is practically zero, while we know fro
experiment thatGM is not negligible in this hypernucleus
Therefore, the further average overk of Eq. ~2.15! is more
consistent with the physics of the decay.

The propagator method provides a unified picture of
decay widths. The imaginary part of a self-energy diagr
requires placing simultaneously on shell the particles of
considered intermediate state. For instance, diagram~b! in
4-4
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WEAK DECAYS OF MEDIUM AND HEAVY L HYPERNUCLEI PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 044314
Fig. 2 has two sources of imaginary part. One comes fr
cut 1, where the nucleon and the pion are placed on s
This term contributes to the mesonic channel: the final p
interacts with the medium through a p-h excitation and th
escapes from the nucleus. Diagram~b! and further iterations
lead to a renormalization of the pion in the medium whi
increases the mesonic rate by about two orders of magni
in heavy nuclei@18#. Cut 2 in Fig. 2~b! places a nucleon an
a p-h pair on shell, so it is the lowest order contribution
the physical processLN→NN.

The mesonic widthGM is calculated from

a~q!5H S21
P2

mp
2
q2J Fp

2 ~q!Gp~q!, ~2.16!

by omitting ImSp* in Gp , namely, by replacing

Im Gp~q!→2pd„q0
22q22mp

2 2ReSp* ~q!…. ~2.17!

The one-body-induced nonmesonic decay rateG1 is obtained
by substituting in Eqs.~2.7! and ~2.8!

Im
U~q!

12VL,T~q!U~q!
→ Im Uph~q!

u12VL,T~q!U~q!u2
, ~2.18!

that is, by omitting the imaginary parts ofUDh andU2p2h in
the numerator. Indeed ImUDh accounts for theD→pN de-
cay width, thus representing a contribution to the meso
decay. There is no overlap between ImUph(q) and the pole
q05v(q) in Eq. ~2.17!, so the separation of the mesonic a
two-body nonmesonic channels is unambiguous. The re
malized pion pole in Eq.~2.16! is given by the dispersion
relation

v2~q!2q22mp
2 2Re Sp* @v~q!,q#50, ~2.19!

with the constraint

q05k02EN~k2q!2VN . ~2.20!

At the pion pole ImU2p2hÞ0; thus the two-body-induced
nonmesonic widthG2 cannot be calculated using the pr
scription ~2.18! with U2p2h instead ofUph in the numerator
of the right-hand side~RHS!. Part of the decay rate calcu
lated in this way it is due to excitations of the renormaliz
pion and contributes toGM . The three-body nonmesonic ra
is then calculated by subtractingGM and G1 from the total
rateGTOT , which we get via the full expression fora @Eq.
~2.8!#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Let us now discuss the numerical results one can ob
from the above illustrated formalism. We shall first study t
influence of short-range correlations and theL wave func-
tion on the decay width ofL

12C, which will be used as a
testing ground for the theoretical framework in order to
the parameters of our model. We will then obtain the de
widths of heavier hypernuclei and we will explore wheth
04431
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the refined model influences the energy distribution of
emitted particles, following the Monte Carlo procedure
Ref. @17#.

In order to evaluate the width~2.14! one needs to specify
the nuclear density and the wave function for theL. The
former is assumed to be a Fermi distribution:

rA~r !5
r0~A!

11e[ r 2R(A)]/a

3F r0~A!5
A

4
3 pR3~A!$11@pa/R~A!#2%

G ,

~3.1!

with radiusR(A)51.12A1/320.86A21/3 fm and thicknessa
50.52 fm. We recall that the present calculation is p
formed in symmetric nuclear matter, without distinguishi
~in heavy nuclei! between the proton and neutron dens
distributions. Moreover, the LDA is a good approximation
obtain the general trend of theA dependence, but will no
account for any shell-structure effect. Concerning theL
wave function, it is obtained from a Woods-Saxon~WS! well
which exactly reproduces the first two single-particle eige
values (s andp levels! measured inL hypernuclei.

A. Short-range correlations andL wave function

A crucial ingredient in the calculation of the decay widt
is the short-range part of the strongNN andLN interactions.
They are expressed by the functionsgL,T(q) and gL,T

L (q),
which are reported in the Appendix and contain the Land
parametersg8 andgL8 . No experimental information is avail
able ongL8 , while many constraints have been set ong8, for
example, by the well-known quenching of the Gamow-Tel
resonance. Realistic values ofg8, within the framework of
the ring approximation, are in the range 0.620.7 @27#. How-
ever, in the present contextg8 correlates not only p-h pairs
but also p-h with 2p-2h states. In order to fix these para
eters we shall compare our calculations with the experim
tal nonmesonic width ofL

12C.
In Fig. 3 we see how the total nonmesonic width for ca

bon depends on the Landau parameters. The rate decrea
g8 increases. This characteristic is well established in
RPA. Moreover, fixingg8, there is a minimum forgL8 .0.4
~almost independent of the value ofg8). This is due to the
fact that forgL8 !0.4 the longitudinalp-wave contribution in
Eq. ~2.8! dominates over the transverse one and the oppo
occurs forgL8 @0.4. We also recall that thes-wave interac-
tions are independent ofgL8 @Eq. ~A10!#. Moreover, the lon-
gitudinal p-wave LN→NN interaction@Eq. ~A8!# contains
the pion exchange plus SRCs, while the transversep-wave
LN→NN interaction@Eq. ~A9!# only contains repulsive cor
relations, so with increasinggL8 thep-wave longitudinal con-
tribution to the width decreases, while thep-wave transverse
part increases. From Fig. 3 we see that there is a broad r
of choices ofg8 and gL8 values which fit the experimenta
band. The latter represents the nonmesonic decay w
which is compatible with both the BNL@28# and KEK @29#
4-5
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ALBERICO, De PACE, GARBARINO, AND RAMOS PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 044314
experiments. One should notice that the theoretical cur
reported in Fig. 3 contain the contribution of the three-bo
process; should the latter be neglected~ring approximation!,
then one could get equivalent results withg8 values smaller
than the ones reported in the figure~typically Dg8.20.1).
The phenomenology of the (e,e8) quasielastic scattering
suggests, in the ring approximation, typical values ofg8 in
the range 0.620.7. Here, by taking into account also 2p-2
contributions, we have to adopt ‘‘equivalent’’g8 values
larger than in ring approximation. From Fig. 3, the expe
mental band appears to be compatible withg8 in the range
0.7520.85 andgL8 in the range 0.320.5. On the other hand
the new and more accurate KEK results@32,33# set an upper
limit of .1.03 for the nonmesonic width, which practical
forces us to choseg8.0.8 andgL8 in the above-mentioned
interval. Considering that the decay rate does not cha
dramatically in this range, the valuegL8 50.4 seems to be a
good choice.

We note that the values used in Ref.@16#, namely,g8
50.615 andgL8 50.62, would yieldG151.26 andG250.25,
adding to a nonmesonic widthGNM51.51, which is 50%
larger than the experimental one. Thus the analysis
formed here shows that the present data forL

12C favor a
somewhat different but still reasonableg8 value.

We shall now illustrate the sensitivity of our calculatio
to the L wave function inL

12C. In addition to the WS well

FIG. 3. Dependence of the nonmesonic width on the Lan
parametersg8 andgL8 for L

12C. The experimental value from BNL
@28# ~KEK @29#! lies in between the horizontal solid~dashed! lines.
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that reproduces thes and p levels, we also use a harmon
oscillator wave function with an ‘‘empirical’’ frequencyv
@24,25#, again obtained from thes-p energy shift, the WS
wave function of Doveret al. @30#, and the microscopic
wave function calculated from a nonlocal self-energy usin
realisticYN interaction in Ref.@31#. The results are shown in
Table I, where they are compared with the experimental d
from BNL @28# and KEK @29,32,33#.

By construction, the choseng8 andgL8 reproduce the ex-
perimental decay widths using the WS wave function wh
gives the rights and p levels in L

12C. We note that it is
possible to generate the microscopic wave function of R
@31# for carbon via a local hyperon-nucleus WS potent
with radius 2.92 fm and depth223 MeV. Although this
potential reproduces fairly well the experimentals level for
the L in L

12C, it does not reproduce thep level. In this work
we prefer to use a completely phenomenologicalL-nucleus
potential that can easily be extended to heavier nuclei
reproduces the experimentalL single particle levels as wel
as possible. Except fors-shell hypernuclei, where experi
mental data requireL-nucleus potentials with a repulsiv
core at short distances@2#, theL binding energies have bee
well reproduced by WS potentials. We thus use a WS pot
tial with fixed diffuseness (a50.6 fm! and adjust the radius
and depth to reproduce thes andp L levels. The parameter
of the potential for carbon areR52.27 fm andV05232
MeV.

To analyze the results of Table I, we note that the mic
scopic wave function is substantially more extended than
the other wave functions used in the present study. The
ver parameters@30#, namely, R52.71 fm and V05228
MeV, give rise to aL wave function that is somewhat mor
extended than the new WS one but is very similar to t
obtained from a harmonic oscillator with a frequency of 10
MeV, adjusted to thes-p energy shift in carbon. Conse
quently, the nonmesonic width from the Dover’s wave fun
tion is very similar to the one obtained from the harmon
oscillator and slightly smaller than the new WS one. T
microscopic wave function predicts the smallest nonmeso
widths due to the more extendedL wave function, which
explores regions of lower density and thus has a sma
probability of interacting with one or more nucleons. Fro
Table I we also see that, against intuition, the mesonic wi
is quite insensitive to theL wave function. On this point we
recall that the more extended theL wave function is inr
space, the larger is the mesonic width, since the Pauli blo
ing effects on the emitted nucleon are reduced. However,
integral over momenta in Eq.~2.15! is weighted by the mo-

u

TABLE I. Wave function sensitivity.

L
12C h.o. Dover New WS Microscopic BNL@28# KEK @29# KEK new @32,33#

GM 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.1160.27 0.3660.15 .0.11
G1 0.78 0.77 0.82 0.69
G2 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.13
GNM 0.93 0.92 0.98 0.81 1.1460.20 0.8960.18 ,1.03
GTOT 1.19 1.17 1.23 1.06 1.2560.18 1.2560.18 1.1460.08
4-6
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WEAK DECAYS OF MEDIUM AND HEAVY L HYPERNUCLEI PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 044314
mentum distributionuc̃L(k)u2, which correspondingly tend
to cancel the above-mentioned effect: as a resultGM is in-
sensitive to the different wave functions used in the calcu
tion. In summary, different~but realistic! L wave functions
give rise to total decay widths which may differ at most
15%.

B. Decay widths of medium-heavy hypernuclei

Using the new WS wave functions and the Landau para
etersg850.8 andgL8 50.4 we have extended the calculatio
to heavier hypernuclei. We note that, in order to reprod
the experimentals andp levels for the hyperon, we must us
potentials with nearly constant depth, around 28232 MeV,
from medium to heavy hypernuclei~radii and depths of the
used WS potentials are quoted in Table II!.

Our results are shown in Table III. We observe that
mesonic rate rapidly vanishes by increasing the mass num
A. This is well known and it is related to the decreasi
phase space allowed for the mesonic channel and to sm
overlaps between theL wave functioncL and the nuclear
surface, asA increases. The two-body-induced decay
rather independent of the hypernuclear dimension and
about 15% of the total width. Previous works@15,16# gave
more emphasis on this new channel, without, however,
producing the experimental results. The total width is a
nearly constant withA, as we already know from the exper
ment. In Fig. 4 we compare the results from Table III w
recent~after 1990! experimental data for nonmesonic dec
@28,29,32,34–36#.

Nevertheless, we recall that the data for nuclei fromL
28Si

on refer to the total width. However, as can be seen fr
Table III, GM(L

28Si)/GNM(L
28Si).631022 and this ratio rap-

idly decreases withA. The theoretical results are in goo

TABLE II. WS parameters.

L
A11Z R ~fm! V0 ~MeV!

L
12C 2.27 232.0

L
28Si 3.33 229.5

L
40Ca 4.07 228.0

L
56Fe 4.21 229.0

L
89Y 5.07 228.5

L
139La 6.81 227.5

L
208Pb 5.65 232.0

TABLE III. Decay rates.

L
A11Z GM G1 G2 GTOT

L
12C 0.25 0.82 0.16 1.23

L
28Si 0.07 1.02 0.21 1.30

L
40Ca 0.03 1.05 0.21 1.29

L
56Fe 0.01 1.12 0.21 1.35

L
89Y 631023 1.16 0.22 1.38

L
139La 631023 1.14 0.18 1.33

L
208Pb 131024 1.21 0.19 1.40
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agreement with the data~which, on the other hand, hav
large error bars! over the whole hypernuclear mass ran
explored. Moreover, we also see how the saturation of
LN→NN interaction in nuclei is well reproduced.

One of the open problems in the study of weak hyp
nuclear decays is to understand the large experimental v
of the ratioGn /Gp which most of the present theories fail t
reproduce. Only the quark model of Ref.@12# predicts an
enhanced ratio, although it cannot describe both mesonic
nonmesonic decays from the same basic quark Hamilton
However, we have to recall that the data forGn /Gp have a
large uncertainty and they have been analyzed without tak
into account the three-body decay mechanism. The stud
Ref. @16# showed that, even if the three-body reaction is on
about 15% of the total decay rate, this mechanism influen
the analysis of the data determining the ratioGn /Gp . The
energy spectra of neutrons and protons from the nonmes
decay mechanisms were calculated in Ref.@17#. The momen-
tum distributions of the primary nucleons were determin
from the propagator method and a subsequent Monte C
simulation was used to account for the final state inter
tions. It was shown that the shape of the proton spectr
was sensitive to the ratioGn /Gp . In fact, the protons from
the three-nucleon mechanism appeared mainly at low e
gies, while those from the two-body process peaked aro
75 MeV. Since the experimental spectra show a fair amo
of protons in the low energy region, they would favor
relatively larger three-body decay rate or, conversely, a
duced number of protons from the two-body process. C
sequently, the experimental spectra are compatible with
ues forGn /Gp around 223, in strong contradiction with the
present theories.

The excellent agreement with the experimental de
rates of medium to heavy hypernuclei obtained here from
propagator method with modified parameters makes it wo
while to explore the predictions for the nucleon spectra. T
question is whether this modified model affects the mom

FIG. 4. L decay widths in finite nuclei as a function of the ma
numberA.
4-7
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ALBERICO, De PACE, GARBARINO, AND RAMOS PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 044314
tum distribution of the primary emitted nucleons strong
enough, such that good agreement with the experimental
ton spectra is obtained without the need for very large val
for Gn /Gp . We have thus generated the nucleon spe
from the decay of several hypernuclei using the Monte Ca
simulation of Ref.@17# but with our modifiedg8 and gL8
parameters and our more realistic nuclear density andL
wave functions. The spectra obtained for various values
Gn /Gp , used as a free parameter in the approach of R
@17#, are compared with the BNL experimental data@28# in
Fig. 5.

We observe that, although the nonmesonic widths
smaller by about 35% than those of Refs.@16,17#, the result-
ing nucleon spectra, once they are normalized to the s
total width, are practically identical. The reason is that
ratio G2 /G1 of two-body-induced versus one-body-induc
decay rates is essentially the same in both models~between
0.2 and 0.15 from medium to heavy hypernuclei!, and the
momentum distributions for the primary emitted protons
also very similar. As a consequence, the conclusions dr
in Ref. @17# still hold and the present calculation would al
favor very large values ofGn /Gp .

Therefore, the origin of the discrepancy between the
and experiment for the ratioGn /Gp still needs to be resolved
From the theoretical side, there is still room for improvin
the numerical simulation of final state interactions. In p
ticular, Coulomb distortions and the evaporating proces
need to be incorporated. We think that the evaporating p
cess is an important ingredient which increases the nuc
spectra at low energies. Maybe this contribution is so imp
tant that there is no need for highGn /Gp values. On the
experimental side, although new spectra are now availa
@29,32#, they have not been corrected for energy losses in
the target or detector, so a direct comparison with the th
retical predictions is not yet possible. Attempts to incorp
rate these corrections by combining a theoretical model
the nucleon rescattering in the nucleus with a simulation
the energy losses in the experimental setup are now b
pursued@37#. These efforts call for newer improved theore
ical models that incorporate those final state interaction
fects missing in Ref.@17#. On the other hand, a forward ste

FIG. 5. Proton spectrum from the decay ofL
12C for various

values ofGn /Gp . The experimental data are taken from Ref.@28#.
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towards a clean extraction of the ratioGn /Gp would be ob-
tained if the nucleons from the different nonmesonic p
cesses LN→NN and LNN→NNN were disentagled.
Through the measurement of the coincident spectra of
outgoing nucleons, it could be possible, in the near future
split the nonmesonic decay width into its two componentsG1
and G2 @38# and obtain a cleaner measurement of the ra
Gn /Gp .

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using the propagator method in the local density appro
mation, in this paper we made a new evaluation of theL
decay widths in nuclei. Special attention has been devote
the study of theNN and LN short-range interactions an
realistic nuclear densities andL wave functions were used
We have adjusted the parameters that control the short-ra
correlations to reproduce the experimental decay widths

L
12C. Then, the calculation has been extended to heavier
pernuclei, up toL

208Pb. We reproduce for the first time th
experimental nonmesonic decay widths from medium
heavyL hypernuclei and saturation of theLN→NN inter-
action is observed.

The energetic spectra of emitted nucleons calculated
ing the propagator method with modified parameters~de-
scribing the energy distributions of primary nucleons! and
Monte Carlo simulation~accounting for the final state inter
actions! do not change appreciably with respect to those c
culated in Ref.@17#. The reason is that, in spite of the fa
that the nonmesonic decay widthsG1 and G2 are sizably
reduced~by about 35%! with respect to those of Ref.@17#,
the ratioG1 /G2 is not altered, and the momentum distrib
tions of primary nucleons are very similar to the previo
calculation. So the conclusion drawn in Ref.@17# still holds:
a comparision of the calculated spectra with the experime
one favorsGn /Gp ratios around 223 ~or higher!, in dis-
agreement with the OPE predictions. On the other hand,
have to recall that for a clean experimental extraction of
Gn /Gp ratio it is very important to identify the nucleon
which come out from the different nonmesonic proces
@39#.
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APPENDIX SPIN-ISOSPIN NN AND LN\NN
INTERACTIONS

In this appendix we show how the repulsiveNN andLN
short-range correlations are implemented in theNN→NN
and LN→NN interactions. The processNN→NN can be
described through an effective potential given by
4-8
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WEAK DECAYS OF MEDIUM AND HEAVY L HYPERNUCLEI PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 044314
G~r !5g~r !V~r !. ~A1!

Hereg(r ) is a two-body correlation function, which vanishe
as r→0 and goes to 1 asr→`, while V(r ) is a meson-
exchange potential which in our case containsp and r ex-
change:V5Vp1Vr . A practical form forg(r ) is @27#

g~r !512 j 0~qcr !. ~A2!

With qc.780 MeV one gets a good reproduction of realis
NN correlation functions obtained fromG-matrix calcula-
tions. The inverse ofqc is indicative of the hard-core radiu
of the interaction. Since there are no experimental indi
tions, we use the same correlation momentum for theLN
interaction. On the other hand, we recall thatqc is not nec-
essarily the same in the two cases, given the different na
of the repulsive forces. Using the correlation function~A2! it
is easy to get the effective interaction, Eq.~A1!, in momen-
tum space. It reads

GNN~q!5Vp~q!1Vr~q!1
f p

2

mp
2 $gL~q!q̂i q̂ j

1gT~q!~d i j 2q̂i q̂ j !%s is jt•t, ~A3!

where the SRCs are embodied in the correlation functionsgL
andgT . The spin-isospinNN→NN interaction can be sepa
rated into a spin-longitudinal and a spin-transverse parts
follows:

GNN~q!5$VL~q!q̂i q̂ j1VT~q!~d i j 2q̂i q̂ j !%s is jt•t

3~ q̂i5qi /uqu!, ~A4!

where

VL~q!5
f p

2

mp
2 $q2Fp

2 ~q!Gp
0 ~q!1gL~q!%, ~A5!

VT~q!5
f p

2

mp
2 $q2CrFr

2~q!Gr
0~q!1gT~q!%. ~A6!

In the aboveFr is therNN form factor@Eq. ~2.6! with cutoff
Lr52.5 GeV#, andGr

051/(q0
22q22mr

2) is ther free propa-
gator.

TheLN→NN transition potential, modified by the effec
of the strongLN correlations, splits into ap-wave ~again
longitudinal and transverse! part

GLN→NN~q!5$P̃L~q!q̂i q̂ j1 P̃T~q!~d i j 2q̂i q̂ j !%s is jt•t,
~A7!

with

P̃L~q!5
f p

mp

P

mp
$q2Fp

2 ~q!Gp
0 ~q!1gL

L~q!%, ~A8!

P̃T~q!5
f p

mp

P

mp
gT

L~q!, ~A9!
04431
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and ans-wave part

S̃~q!5
f p

mp
S$Fp

2 ~q!Gp
0 ~q!2F̃p

2 ~q!G̃p
0 ~q!%uqu.

~A10!

Note that in the absence ofstrongLN correlations theweak
potential in p wave is that of Eqs.~A7!, ~A8!, and ~A9!
settinggL,T

L (q)50. Thes wave would be given by Eq.~A10!
omitting the second term on the RHS. As stated after
~A2!, we include thestrongLN correlations using the sam
correlation functiong(r ) of Eqs.~A1! and ~A2! used in the
NN case. Moreover, we point out that the meson-excha
potentialV(r) of Eq. ~A1! is V5Vp1Vr when we calculate
the effective potentialGNN while it is V5Vp for GLN→NN .
Form factors and propagators with a tilde in Eq.~A10! imply
that they are calculated changingq2→ q21qc

2 . The param-
eterCr in Eq. ~A6! is given by

Cr5
f r

2

mr
2F f p

2

mp
2 G21

. ~A11!

The expressions for the correlation functions are the follo
ing:

gL~q!52H q21
1

3
qc

2J F̃p
2 ~q!G̃p

0 ~q!2
2

3
qc

2CrF̃r
2~q!G̃r

0~q!,

~A12!

gT~q!52
1

3
qc

2F̃p
2 ~q!G̃p

0 ~q!2H q21
2

3
qc

2J CrF̃r
2~q!G̃r

0~q!,

~A13!

gL
L~q!52H q21

1

3
qc

2J F̃p
2 ~q!G̃p

0 ~q!, ~A14!

gT
L~q!52

1

3
qc

2F̃p
2 ~q!G̃p

0 ~q!. ~A15!

Using the set of parameters

qc5780 MeV, Lp51.2 GeV, Lr52.5 GeV,

f p
2 /4p50.08, Cr52, ~A16!

at zero energy and momentum we have

gL~0!5gT~0!50.615, gL
L~0!5gT

L~0!50.155.
~A17!

However, we wish to keep the zero energy and momen
limit of gL,T andgL,T

L as free parameters; thus we replace
previous functions by

gL,T~q!→g8
gL,T~q!

gL,T~0!
, gL,T

L ~q!→gL8
gL,T

L ~q!

gL,T
L ~0!

.

~A18!
4-9
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